Abstract-To enable intelligent agents interacting smoothly with human users, researchers have been deploying novel interaction modalities (e.g. non-verbal cue, vision and touch) in addition to agents' conversational skills. Models of multimodality interaction can enhance agents' real-time perception, cognition and reaction towards the user. In this paper we report a novel tele-immersive interaction system developed using real-time 3D modelling techniques. In such system user's full body is reconstructed using multi-view cameras and CUDA based visual hull reconstruction algorithm. User's mesh model is then loaded into a virtual environment for interacting with an autonomous agent. Technical details and initial results of the system are illustrated in this paper. Following that a novel interaction scenario is proposed which links the virtual agent with a remote physical robot who takes the role of mediating interactions between two geographically separated users. Finally we discuss in depth the implications of such humanagent interaction and possible future improvements and directions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent agents are interactive virtual characters or physical robots that can exhibit human-like qualities and communicate with human users and other agents through multi-modalities such as vision, gesture and speech. These agents, which are either inhabiting simulated virtual environment (VE) or the real world, require an integrated perspective of embodiment in communicating with users [1] . Following this direction researchers in human-agent interaction (HAI) have explored a wide range of communicative functions including language and bodily actions to create natural and advanced interfaces to which users can easily adapt. Studies on the recognition and comprehension of non-verbal signals are particularly challenging -one of the reasons is that user's body movements (e.g. hand gestures and head movements) are difficult to be translated precisely to represent consistent communicative signals understood by agents [2, 3] .
As non-verbal signals convey a multitude of information which can be exploited for HAI, in recent years they are considered as an extremely rich source to create intelligent agent interface. One direction, which is based on literatures on human communicative behavior [4, 5] , is to create multimodal corpora. Since a corpus is "a collection of video recordings of human (or humanagent) communicative behavior that is annotated or coded with different types of information ([6, page 3])", it helps humans and in particular intelligent agents to identify correctly to a certain extent the communicative signals from each other. Another direction is to use advanced sensory technology to track user's bodily actions including user's gestures, head movements, eye gazes and even emotions (see an example in [7] ). However, to interact with those systems the user whose actions or expressions need to be recognized are required to wear or carry a device (e.g. track-able marker or controller [8] ) and each device senses only the actions performed by a particular body part. Although recently Microsoft® Xbox 360 has provided a tracking device Kinect 1 for gaming environment, which is claimed to be able to recognize full human body movements, the official availability of the resources for this device used in academic research is still unknown.
To further investigate the research direction of "markerless" HAI, in this paper we propose a new communicative interface system which offers user an enhanced tele-immersive experience while interacting with autonomous agents. The system requires no sensors attached to the user and it creates a simulated 3D model of the user's full-body and motions in real-time. Meanwhile the user's 3D model gets exported to a VE where it can interact with intelligent agents embodied in the environment through natural gestures and movements.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 research work related to simulations of real-time 3D model in mixed reality (MR) and tele-immersive interactions are described. Section 3 and 4 first provide the main concept and principles of the research work, and then illustrate our system's initial implementation and some preliminary results. Finally in the Discussions section we summarize the technical contributions of the paper and provide a list of limitations which indicate existing questions that still need to be answered.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Image-based 3D Modeling
In the research field of MR, image-based 3D modeling has been an important direction fusing the "real" into the "virtual". In order to achieve real-time 3D reconstruction, research groups at various universities around the world have studied modeling techniques and developed different image-based modeling systems. The representatives include GrImage at INRIA [9] , teleimmersive system in the DISCOVERY lab at University of Ottawa [10] , Virtualized Reality system at Carnegie Mellon University [11, 12] and Keck Laboratory at the University of Maryland [13] .
GrImage at INRIA uses EPVH (Exact Polyhedral Visual Hull) method [14, 15] and cluster parallelization techniques for real-time reconstruction which requires a large cluster of computers [16] . The DISCOVERY lab at University of Ottawa developed a tele-immersive system using also EPVH but resulted in lower modeling efficiency [10] . Virtualized Reality system at CMU first used multi-baseline stereo techniques to extract models of dynamic scenes [11, 12] and then they explored volumecarving methods with epipolar geometry to generate an image of the desired view [17, 18] . The major issue of their techniques is that it requires a multitude of off-line processing. The system built by Keck Laboratory at University of Maryland is highly sophisticated with threeroom scale and the modeling effect is low in accuracy [13] .
In contrast with the above modeling techniques and systems, the State Key Laboratory of Virtual Reality Technology and Systems at Beihang University in China proposed a CUDA 2 -based visual hull modeling technique and created a MR system named "DreamWorld" for realtime 3D modeling and interaction [19] . DreamWorld makes use of the parallel computation power of GPU to effectively improve the modeling speed, so that the system can support real-time reconstruction of the fullbody of multiple users. Meanwhile, it can produce an explicit mesh model which is easy to be exported for other applications. We used DreamWorld system for 3D modeling in this paper.
B. Tele-Immersion
With the development of multi-media and virtual reality technology, tele-immersion systems are attracting more and more attention from both academia research and industrial application development. Generally, there're two types of tele-immersion systems. The first type combines direct local modeling and remote transmission, and the second type is based on feature extraction and avatar substitutes. Although the latter can reduce the scale of the data transmission, the trade-off is the inferior immersive effect. Two known efforts of the former type are tele-immersion system at UC Berkeley [20] and SVTE (Shared Virtual Table Environment) system [21] at Heinrich-Hertz Academy. UC Berkeley uses stereo-based modeling method to get a point cloud model of users' body [20] . It can produce a good visual effect due to the large multitude of the point cloud, however, it can't support virtual-reality interaction due to the fact that discrete points cannot model smooth surface. Heinrich-Hertz Academy proposed the idea of SVTE and developed a virtual meeting room using quasi-3D modeling technique [21] . In SVTE users' front images are loaded into a VE to produce a feeling of face-to-face communication. This method is similar to video conference. As for the second type, Twente University used virtual avatar to represent the local user for teleimmersion after extracting and quantifying the features of the local users' gestures and behaviors [22, 23] . Compared to the real-time modeling system, this method loses part of fidelity in creating the VE. All the above research aims at setting up peer-to-peer direct communication among users who are geographically separated. To the best of our knowledge, little research has been carried out using tele-immersive systems for remote social interactions between users and intelligent agents.
C. HAI in Mixed Reality Environments
In MR systems, HAI can be diverse. Through different kinds of interaction modality, the agent can learn a rich set of behaviors and thus improve its adaptability to the user and the environment. Duffy and colleagues created NEXUS [24] -a framework that supports fusion of physical and VEs, in which people can interact with deliberative agents in their own space. He utilised JARToolkit [25] to support video input and the sensing of events in the physical world. The principle of this augmented reality system is rendering virtual characters into the place where the real markers mapped. Researchers in [26, 27] introduced the notion of "MR agent" -an agent consisting of a physical robotic body and a virtual avatar displayed upon it. They also developed an interface using a head-mounted display to interact with such systems. A framework for explicit deliberative control of socially and physically situated agents in virtual, real and MR environments has been described in [28] . Similarly, research shown in [29] has developed a platform that enables a virtual character to display blended facial expressions with emotions as realtime continuous reactions to users' gesture input. Finally, a virtual reality system was set up in [30] , allowing a human player to be immersed in a CAVE and interact with the virtual multi-agent team in RoboCup. The system could also support different users at different geographic locations to participate in the game in real time. In this system users had to wear three trackers to allow their motions to be transferred separately in head, wand and foot. This may limit users' movement.
III. CONCEPT AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROTOTYPE
To focus on the remote communication issues for multiple users and agents, and to expand the flexibility of motion and gesture recognition in HAI, here we propose a tele-immersive interaction prototype with autonomous agents based on real-time 3D modelling. Our prototype has the following characteristics:
(1) Using MR object modelling, especially in real time: The system can reconstruct the user's body into mesh model and embed it into a VE. This technique creates a new 3D interaction modality.
(2) Tele-immersive interaction: Users can see themselves in the VE and "touch" the agent as if they coexist in the same location. Both the vivid model of the full-body of users (including recognisable gesture and/or movement) and the instant feedback from the agent contribute to the immersive effect.
(3) Markerless and free input mode: In the previous research work of HAI, users usually need to wear certain equipments (e.g. data gloves), and that creates an explicit limitation of free movements as well as naturalness. We use camera-based passive data acquisition and computer vision based processing method to offer a markerless and free input mode for the user.
In addition to the fact that the HAI prototype in this paper is focused on the interaction between the user and the autonomous agent in the VE, the framework can also be extended through network to support the communication with other remote intelligent agents and their own users. Therefore, three kinds of interaction chain are formed: the local user (the full or part of body is modelled by DreamWorld and loaded into Webots [31] ) with the virtual agent in Webots, the remote user with another agent and the two users. The concept of system scenario is shown in Fig.1 .
In Fig.1 , the left two pictures show the modeling platform which is called DreamWorld. The user's body can be reconstructed using DreamWorld in two different levels. The upper one is smaller in scale and it can precisely model part of the user's body such as a hand; the lower one supports full-body reconstruction. The models output from either DreamWorld will be loaded into Webots to build our MR system, as shown in the middle graph. Virtual robot (AIBO ERS-7 for example) in Webots' environment will react to the input model (e.g. a reconstructed 3D human hand). Since the model is created in real time and loaded dynamically, the VE is changing continuously in the eye of the robot. Thus the user can produce corresponding behaviors and through Internet, his/her status will be transferred to the remote agent (e.g. a physical robot). Finally, at the right figure, remote user B with the physical robot gets the information of user A and thus forms a new type of interaction modality (a prior research using only physical robots can be found in [32] ). Similarly, the physical robot's internal states and behaviors executed can also be sent to the remote virtual agent in Webots, and user A may react differently when he sees virtual AIBO's dynamic response which can be synchronized with the remote robot.
The main strengths of the interaction scenario are:
(1) The sensor-free interaction mode is more natural and comfortable to the users.
(2) It supplies a new way for users to interact with a remotely located robot. They can "reach" the robot any time at any remote place with virtual feedback. Similarly, users can also remotely teach skills to or tele-control their robots using the new MR system.
A. Real-Time 3D Modeling Using DreamWorld
DreamWorld is a platform that consists of hardware and software supporting real-time 3D modeling, developed by the State Key Laboratory of Virtual Reality Technology and Systems at Beihang University. There are two configurations according to different scale of acquisition space and number of cameras.
(1) DreamWorld-I is of 1m×1m×1m scale, made up of a plank cube with five cameras, five PCs, one graphic workstation and three displays. It is suitable for modelling and interaction of static objects and part of users' body movement such as hand or arm.
(2) DreamWorld-II is of 3m×3m×3m scale with 24 cameras and it supports multi-users' full body data acquisition. The cameras can be selected according to required viewpoints. In this platform, multiple users can behave freely and naturally, interact with each other and be reconstructed in real time.
The two settings are shown in Fig. 2 . Through network communication, the two sets of software operating on the two platforms in Fig. 2 can be connected into an integrated system, which supports physically separated multiple users sharing data and interacting with the same virtual environment. Users can be immersed into a dreamed world according to the application type when wearing helmet display.
The system architecture ( Fig. 3) is built in Client/Server mode. Each client PC is connected with a camera to capture images of the object from one viewpoint and all the clients complete silhouette extraction from the images with synchronization. The server is in charge of visual hull reconstruction using the received multi-view silhouette images got from all clients.
In Fig. 3 , there are five basic steps to accomplish the complete reconstruction task: image acquisition, silhouette extraction, data transmission, visual hull computation and rendering. In visual hull computation, there are three sub-procedures which are all implemented in CUDA parallelization: shape recovery, triangulation and texture mapping [19] .
Visual hull modeling is one of the image-based 3D reconstruction methods. The definition of "visual hull" is the largest intersection of viewing cones and it can be computed using 2D silhouette information from each image. The procedure of getting the visual hull of a target object is this: dividing the initial modeling space into different cubes (called "voxels") and projecting each cube into every image to test whether it belongs to the object or not. If the voxel's projection lies completely inside all the silhouettes, then the voxel is marked as Black; if the voxel's projection lies completely outside any one of the silhouettes, the voxel is marked as White; otherwise (which means the projection is partly inside the silhouettes), the voxel is marked as Gray. Through deleting the voxels which don't belong to the object from the initial cube, voxels belonging to the object can be got. And the Gray cubes can be further divided into small cubes until the required precision. Since we use octree structure to complete this procedure, the MAX_DEPTH of the octree decides the modeling precision and also influence the efficiency of the system. The core computation step here is to carry out the intersection judgment of each voxel's projection with all the silhouettes.
After all the voxels are tested, those voxels marked as Black constitute the visual hull of the object and particularly, the Gray ones form the boundary of the visual hull. Since only the voxels on the margin contribute to the shape of the object, the Black ones are deleted which are inside the object so as to reduce the amount of voxels that need to be processed in triangulation phase. Triangulation is executed using marching cubes algorithm to get a smooth mesh surface of the object. The principle of marching cubes is finding the exact intersection points of the viewing cones and every silhouette, then constructing iso-surface over the intersection points. All the iso-surfaces form the final mesh of the target object.
And finally, the mesh structure needs to be textured using the source image information with exact coordinate mapping. Texture is a very important factor for the visual effect of the reconstruction result. We used view-dependent texture mapping method and shader in GPU for acceleration.
B. Intelligent VE (Webots Software)
While the focus of this research is not the development of our own graphic engine, using a stable simulated VE, such as Webots [31] , is essential for us to have various virtual robot models which are virtually identical to the corresponding physical robots. Therefore the data received from the virtual sensors can be transferred between virtual and physical robotic platforms.
Through utilising the Supervisor Node from Webots' modules, we can load the reconstructed model from DreamWorld dynamically into Webots. The model which reflects the reality and the other virtual objects together constitute a VE for the virtual agents in Webots. As physics simulation is supported in the Webots' environment, collision and friction can be detected from interaction between the reconstructed human body (or hand) model and virtual agents (and objects) created in Webots directly. Thus intelligent virtual agents in Webots can react to the user's movement and gesture (captured in DreamWorld) in various ways as designed in the agent architecture.
C. Remote Interaction Scenario
Nowadays, more and more people live away from their families and friends either because of their work commitments or due to other personal reasons. The current up to date means of communication include appliances such as phones or other conferencing devices such as an online computer equipped with a video camera. However, regardless of the fact that voice/video communication exists, it still lacks some significant ways and enjoyable factors allowing people to be more engaged while interacting with each other. One of the authors' previous research used physical robots acting as social mediator to enrich such remote interaction with the inclusion of the tactile sensation (touch) that could be transferred over distance [32] . Human's full body movements may provide more interactive and enjoyable communications if the means of interaction are designed appropriately and acceptable from the users. Therefore, the proposed immersive virtual system can have positive implications for user-computer and user-user interactions, especially in the context of remote communication or communication within a gaming environment. Authors believe that the realization of richness derived from body movements will further increase the engaging experiences of users.
Towards realising and verifying this scenario setting in the near future, we aim to adapt the system prototype for remote interaction between geographically separated users. As proposed in the previous subsections, we use DreamWorld to model one or both of the users, thus allowing him/her to interact with the VE which increases the dynamics of interaction, such as moving their body around or manipulating virtual objects. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , the virtual robot which is synchronised with the remote physical robot can produce feedback to both users' action in the VE. At the same time, the remote user can experience the feedback provided by the physical robot during the interaction. Through this design of the new remote communication, users' interaction and telepresence can be enriched and mediated by the virtual and physical robots [32, 33] .
IV. RESULTS FROM PRELIMINARY IMPLEMENTATION
As preliminary implementation was carried out for creating the prototype of our MR system, we have also obtained some test results from our system. Here we describe our first set of results generated from the system.
A.Testing Environment
The MR system ran both on DreamWorld and Webots at the same time for data acquisition, model reconstruction and HAI. The two platforms were connected by TCP/IP protocol using windows socket programming. We used DreamWorld-II with 6 cameras for full body reconstruction. In order to support dynamically changeable scenery management, we chose Webots 6.2.2 Professional. Hardware and software configurations are shown in Table. 1.
B.Preliminary Results
First, we illustrate the modelling result of our MR system. The user stood at the center of DreamWorld-II (Fig. 4(a-b) ) and his full body was reconstructed into a 3D model in real time (Fig. 4(c-d) are pure mesh models and Fig. 4 (e-f) are models after texture mapping).
The model was then loaded into Webots for real-time interaction with the virtual robot, which can detect the collision autonomously and react to the user's model, for example, changing the original path towards the destination. The process of the Webots virtual environment's change is shown in Fig. 5 , where the blue colour cylinder-shaped object means the vehicle robot and the user's model lies in the white edge formed cuboid. From Fig. 4(e-f) , the body of the user can be well modelled with satisfactory texture mapping (TM). However, in Fig. 5(b-d) , the model was loaded into Webots and the texture information of the model was lost. The reason is that DreamWorld uses GPU based texture mapping method (e.g. pixel shader) which is difficult to be transferred into Webots at the current stage. The core work during the first research session is to connect DreamWorld and Webots, test the collision-avoidance function and realize the remote motion transfer function. Details and our future work addressing this issue will be described in Section 5.
With the hardware and software specifications provided above, we test the system performance including acquisition speed, modelling time, loading time (from DreamWorld to Webots) and number of triangles of the reconstructed model. The average data from ten experiments is shown in Table. 2.
As Table 2 shows, the depth of the octree had great influence on the modelling time and follow-up performance indexes. The modelling speed on average was 9 FPS. In the case of having more details of the user, more graphical depth would be needed, which would make the delay (from the input to Webots to its output) over 1 second, or even to 2 seconds. On the other hand, faster loading speed is essential because the user located at the remote location (based on the scenario we proposed in Subsection III.B) could observe his/her robot's synchronized gesture/motion and react timely. Therefore, the delay reduction will be one of the main directions in our further research.
V. DISCUSSIONS
Through the initial testing and results, we obtained the following findings:
(1) It is feasible to load a real-time reconstructed 3D model into a simulated VE for human-robot interaction. Through DreamWorld, full-body reconstruction and interaction is realized. Real-time 3D modeling can capture the changes of human users' gesture and motion in time and from different viewpoints. Therefore users can interact with the robot using a natural modality.
(2) The VE provided by Webots is able to import 3D models dynamically. In addition to the design of robots' control and behavior, it also provides an ideal platform for HAI research with intelligent virtual agents.
(3) Compared to direct interaction between a user and a physical robot, indirect interaction (such as "remote touch" or tele-immersive teaching) illustrated in this paper is a new interaction modality which opens the research field of HAI.
In summary, tele-immersive interaction with intelligent virtual agents and/or physical robots based on real-time 3D modelling can have many potential applications:
(1) It can be used to study different HAI modalities for socially mediated remote communication between users (details of a recent study in this direction can be found in [32] ).
(2) It can be used for teaching agents social skills (e.g. proxemics [34] ) and gestures using remote imitation learning [35] . Such teaching methods to virtual agents or physical robots tend to be flexible and instant for the "teacher" (user) and thus our MR system can be used.
Despite the above findings and potential applications, in this research we have also encountered several limitations which need to be addressed in our future work.
First of all, although Webots allows model importation, it limits the frame rate and the size of the input file. Models loaded into Webots cannot be too large and in high frame rate because the scene and object construction in Webots is based on VRML 2.0 format. In our initial test, if the model of the human body is reconstructed in over 10 FPS or it includes over 9000 triangles, it cannot be loaded into Webots -the loading procedure can be broken down. Meanwhile, the Supervisor Node of Webots can only be modified to some extent: Collision detection of the robot at the moment can only use bounding box method. It means that modelling some specific gestures performed by the user becomes difficult and the virtual agent cannot recognise them. Therefore here we have experienced certain limitations of Webotshowever, it is still a relatively stable platform that we can find in the research area.
Secondly, the visual effect of the loaded model in Webots is not satisfactory. This is due to two reasons. The first one is hardware limitation: As to DreamWorld II, the actual space to install all the cameras is only 3m×3m×3m. Although we use wide-angel (4mm) lens for 3D modelling, the effective acquisition space is still very limited since the reconstruction is based on the intersection of all the cameras' visible range. Therefore, the method cannot apply to movements involved long distance in the physical space (e.g. walking from one side of the room to another). Second, the model loses texture information after being loaded into Webots since DreamWorld uses GPU based texture mapping method which is difficult to be transferred into Webots. Fig.6 shows the texture mapping method during reconstruction Figure 6 . Texture mapping method that DreamWorld used Fig.6 describes the three steps of the texture mapping (TM) method that DreamWorld uses: 1) Visibility computation process (first row) and 2) weight hybrid process:through weight computation a weight map is formed and the weight*visiblity map is created (second row); and finally 3) pixel shader is used for rendering in texture mapping (third row). Different from general TM process -this method takes both visibility computation and weight computation into account. The viewdependent method will result in vivid texture mapping and the whole procedure is conducted in GPU, which is impossible for Webots rendering at the current version.
To solve this particular TM problem, in future research we will apply view-independent texture mapping with no shader use and add this information into the mesh model, although this could produce another problem of texture trembling to some extent.
In addition to the above refinements of our MR system, we also intend to explore different types of feedback appropriate to it. Currently, the user is limited to get other feedback in addition to the visual one from the agent's reaction. Visual feedback is one of the most important aspects in HRI, but it's clearly not enough. One feasible improvement is the use of head mounted display to replace the current large screen output, and also haptic devices to produce feedback information for enhancing the immersive level of the HAI.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we explored the combination of real-time 3D modelling and HAI and proposed a prototype of mixed reality system for tele-immersion. Image-based real-time 3D modeling techniques offer essential ways to support tele-immersion and natural HAI. The mesh model reconstructed in DreamWorld II platform is loaded into a dynamic virtual environment, together with an autonomous virtual agent, created using the Webots software. Then the agent's behavior can potentially be copied to or influence the corresponding remote physical robot, as proposed in the user interaction scenario. Similarly, states and behaviors of the remote physical robot can be transferred back to the virtual agent and then the local user can see immediate feedback from the remote user accordingly. Therefore, tele-immersive useruser and user-agent remote interactions are achievable through the proposed MR system. As models of multimodality interaction can enhance agents' real-time perception, cognition and reaction towards the user, in the near future we hope that our research can be applied to the areas of remote social communication mediated by agents and distant robot teaching.
